
NEO CONCEPT+  FREEZER CABINET, 

CPAFN-802

NEO CONCEPT+ Refrigerated cabinets

Refrigeration

NEO CONCEPT+  FREEZER CABINET, CPAFN-802

Freezer cabinet for GN-1/1 size grids.

External case made in stainless steel, except rear panel.

Interior in stainless steel

Recessed interior with curved angles for easy cleaning.

Interior with stamped racks.

Drainage on the floor.

Reversible doors, with automatic closing device and open fastening at 90 º.

Monoblock structure with 60-mm injected polyurethane insulation, injected at 

high pressure with density of 40 kg/m3, CFC-free.

Compact cold system, highly effective and efficient, located outside the 

chamber in monoblock system. 

Ecological coolant R-404 A, CFC-free.

Pivoting grid door for maintenance.

Airtight compressor with ventilated condenser

Evaporator installed outside the chamber, for increased storage capacity.

Forced draft refrigeration with optimised air circulation.

Automatic evaporation of water from defrosting by hot gas.

Alarm to prevent prolonged opening of the door.

ECO function allows for more efficient and affordable operation , with 

energy savings of up to 12% compared to standard equipment. Ideal for 

periods when the doors are rarely opened (for example, at night).

Electronic and digital temperature and defrost control.

Adjustable stainless steel legs.

Epoxy shelves that can be regulated in height. 

3 racks per section.

Working temperature: -18 ºC, -22 ºC at room temperature of 38ºC.

Climate classification 5. 

Thermostat temperature control with indicator.

Operating voltage 220/240 V - 1+N.

Equipment: 3 shelves by module.

N. of doors: 2 half-doors.

Capacity (litres): 600.

Refrigeration power: 558 W.

Total electric power: 901 W.

Dimensions: 653 x 796 x 1996 mm.
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Electric power

Voltage 230V -1+N

Voltage 230V - III

Voltage 400V - III+N
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DIMENSIONS
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ELECTRICITY

STEAM

AIR
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Not used

REFRIGERATION 235 g.  //   R-404 A

Article Packed

Not used

 200  5  1.840ELECTRICITY Prever Interruptor diferencial


